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At LIC we develop a catered service for a changing
ecosystem, empowering our customers to shape their
energy consumption.
We turn challenges into opportunities, and take our knowledge of LED illumination
and our pioneering digital solutions to set the core structure for Smart buildings
and cities. At LIC we are convinced that the combination of digital technology,
illumination, and energy potential is the key to mastering our society’s increasing
expectations.
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Smart Buildings

SMART LIGHTING
Having the wireless infrastructure for Smart Buildings saves on energy consumption and
maintenance costs.
LIC Mesh comes in the form of a small device that directly connects to our illumination
solutions. Once the device has power, it automatically joins its other nearby nodes to
form a big and reliable network.

NODE
Individual antenna for
each luminaire.
Connection amongst
each other creates a

LIC Mesh uses its own network technology. Therefore, it is able to connect thousands of
devices within an autonomous and self-healing network. Every device receives and
forwards data to surrounding devices. By using this methodology, a network becomes
very reliable, scalable, and expands the signal's reach.

wireless network.

3 steps to installing LIC Mesh:

ETHERNET
GATEWAY

1. CONNECT LIC MESH TO THE LIGHTS: The driver allows for lights to automatically
connect to the LIC Mesh network.
2. THE WIRELESS NETWORK: After LIC Mesh is installed on every LED, all control
applications need to be added. All sensors and switches are designed to easily
integrate with the network.
3. NETWORK CONFIGURATION IN A MASTER DEVICE: LIC Mesh is installed in the
master device. This platform is an easy drag-and-drop interface. Create, delete or
change an entire building with just one central device.

End-point for all
connected nodes.
The tool centralizes all
data gathered by
nodes, and signals to
all control
configurations.

LIC MESH FEATURES
Availability to control remotely,
manually, or with a timer

Lighting control through
movement sensors

Air quality control

Digital mapping and
wayfinding information

Preventative maintenance and
efficient planning

Signaling of emergency routes

Reduction of energy
consumption

Made out of safe, strong
and durable materials

Significant savings in maintenance
and replacement costs

Compatibility with camera
surveillance systems

Dimming of light in places with
no activity

Masses management

Energy consumption control

Parking management

Emergency detection

Smart scheduling

Vendor agnostic and interoperable,
compatible with external systems

Tracking of goods

Inventory and product stock
management

Room booking

Smart Buildings

LIC MESH

HARDWARE

Lights are omnipresent and therefore form the best infrastructure to make any building smart. LIC Mesh creates a longrange radio network to easily connect, monitor, and control devices within an entire building and/or campus.

LOWER INVESTMENT

FUTURE ORIENTED

Compatible with already installed luminaires
Does not require major reformation
Management control through 0-10 or DALI interface
Immediate functioning after installation

Compatibility with different elements found on the network
Integrated communication in the CMS (Central Management
System)
Centralized management of combined services and smart
building synergies

FLEXIBILITY

QUICK AND EASY INSTALLATION

Compatible with sensors
Versatile integration to the already existing electric network
It is not necessary to install the system throughout the whole
building at once, nor to have any continuity between the
segments of the managed illuminated spaces

IoT ARQUITECTURE
LIC Mesh comes in the form of a small device (LED controller or LED driver)
that connects to any LED light, at any location. After it is connected to the
light, it automatically begins to receive and transmit radio signals to
communicate with surrounding lights.
Automized functions: LIC's servers receive, prioritize and compile
information from all over the lighting grid. With advanced analytic tools,
failure reports, customizable maintenance planning, and spare part
management tools, the system improves lighting hours and overall building
management.
Node interaction: When a control signal is received from any location in
the network, all surrounding devices start to forward that signal to nearby
devices. This system makes the network extremely scalable and very robust.
A traditional cable only facilitates one route to reach a device, wireless
technology offers thousands of alternatives.
Adaptive Technology: Today's, software (Apps/Updates) allow technology
to grow with the evolving demand of its user(s). This is called “Adaptive
Technology”. It is the technology that evolves with its user’s demands and
technological advancement. It is impossible to know now what the future
holds, however, it's possible to be ready for it. Adaptive technology makes
this happen.
User-friendly: Once all the LIC nodes are installed, the user is able to easily
commission the entire building/campus from the management desktop.
The software is designed to be user-friendly and intuitive, in order to bring
control back to anyone with the right authority. Having a completely
wireless infrastructure makes every installation flexible, adaptive, and costefficient.

Fast and efficient installation
The system becomes functional in a matter of a few days from
the delivery of equipment. The connected lamps can be
managed immediately

LIC MESH

SOFTWARE

FEATURES

LIC works with an IoT system that has been globally acknowledged as one of the
most secure and scalable technologies in the world. LIC Mesh is a non-hierarchical
network with decentralized intelligence, reducing the room for error close to an
absolute zero.

Due to its ability to download new updates
and functionalities, connected LED enables
a building to grow with the changing
demand of its occupants and the
technological advancement of the world.
LIC Mesh uses a banking level of security
with encrypted digital communication and
strong offline procedures. It was specially
designed to safeguard all demands of the
public, work, and industrial space.
The network was engineered to be very
robust and non-hierarchical. This means
that it will operate under any circumstance.
If one node fails to work, the control signals
are automatically diverted through other
routers on the grid which keeps the network
ultra strong.
LIC Mesh is the most scalable network in the
world. It does not rely on cloud/internet
connectivity to operate.

HOW IT WORKS
Lighting networks can have more sensors
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LIC Mesh keeps track of the building, its
specifications, and its available devices.
LIC's software can be personalized to
particular needs. It is possible to pick the
applications that are recommended by us
or add any external application which can
be adapted to the system as well.

LIC LED

SMART LIGHTING
SOLUTIONS

LIC Sustainable Solutions is a Dutch
organization that specializes in the
development,
production,
and
implementation of standard and customized
LED applications.
LIC designs its own lighting plans based on
products from its own portfolio. If not
available, we develop the application that is
unique and perfectly tailored to the
situation. LIC has offices in the Netherlands,
Germany, Spain, Colombia, Panama, Qatar
and Hong Kong from where projects are
carried out in more than 20 countries on 4
continents.
The product range has expanded rapidly in
recent years to give more substance to
sustainable solutions in terms of energysaving, sustainable energy generation, and
power quality.

LIC MESH
Within the LIC Mesh network, sensors and
controllers self-organize and form an
integrated IoT platform that independently
controls different devices and executes
applications without requiring a "master"
computer.
The LIC Mesh network is a distributed system
with collective intelligence and for growing
demand which requires the network to be
very scalable but also robust (self-repairing).
LIC Mesh is developed with security at the
core of its architecture. Each node is
personalized with a unique ID and key so it
can
join
the
network
and
receive
authenticated software updates.

TECHNOLOGY
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For personalization and general key
management, LIC Mesh uses hardware
security modules (HSM) similar to those
found in the banking industry.
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